The charging up effect is well-known in detectors containing dielectric materials and it is due to electrons and ions liberated in an avalanche and collected on the dielectric surfaces. In particular in Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) based detectors, charges can be captured by the Kapton that separates top and bottom electrodes. The collection of a substantial number of charges on the dielectric surfaces induces a modification of the field inside the GEM holes that implies important consequences on some fundamental parameters such as the electron transparency and the effective gain. The correct simulation of this effect opens new ways to the detailed study of the processes that happens in a GEM-based detector and gives the possibility to optimise the GEM geometry in order to avoid it. This paper compares results of the measurements and the simulations, with and without the introduction of the charging-up effect, of the GEM electron transparency in the case of a single GEM detector. The introduction of the charging up effect in the simulation resulted to be crucial in order to get the proper agreement with the measurements. The measurements and simulations of the GEM effective gain will be the subject of a future work.
Introduction
The Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) [1] charging-up effect consists in a modification of the field configuration due to the accumulation of positive and negative charges, coming either from primary ionisation or liberated in an avalanche process that stick on the insulator surfaces inside the holes. This effect has important consequences on some basic parameters such as the electron transparency and the effective gain, as pointed out in many works (e.g. [2] ). On the other hand a detailed description of the process has rarely been taken into account in simulation works found in the literature.
This paper compares results of the measurements and the simulations, with and without the introduction of the charging-up effect, of the electron transparency in case of a single GEM detector. The measurements and simulations of the GEM effective gain will be the subject of a future work. The GEM foils employed in the measurements are the so called ''standard GEMs'' produced at CERN. 4 The thickness of the copper clad Kapton polyimide foils is 50 mm and the holes, characterised by a bi-conical shape with an internal (external) diameter of 50 mm (70 mm), are realised over a 140 mm pitch hexagonal pattern. All the simulations were performed using the Ansys 5 software package (electric field map calculation using a Finite Element Method-FEM) and the Garfield [3] program with the recently developed ''Microavalanche'' algorithm [4]. The gas mixture employed in all measurements and simulations is Ar/CO 2 70%/30%.
Measurements of the electron transparency
In this section the measurements used to validate the simulation results are presented. Fig. 1 shows the sketch of the single GEM detector, provided with a very wide drift gap (13 mm); X-rays enter the detector from the side and convert only in the drift gap creating a primary ionisation current (electrons and ions pairs). Electrons drift towards the GEM holes, where the field is typically high enough to start an avalanche.
In order to study a situation where the GEM foil does not act as a multiplier, a small potential difference was applied on a GEM foil [5, 6] (in the case of this study DV GEM ¼ 20 V). The measured X-rays interaction rate was around 100 kHz/mm 2 . The currents of the four electrodes (Drift, Top GEM, Bottom GEM and Anode) have been measured as a function of the drift field while keeping constant the GEM potential difference and the induction field (DV GEM ¼ 20 V, E Induction ¼3 kV/cm). The behaviour is shown in Fig. 2 . For drift fields up to 100 V/cm, recombination between ions and electrons takes place, while, for higher values, the plateau observed in the drift current behaviour proves that all the ionisation current is collected. The measurement shows that, if such a low potential difference is applied, the GEM will be almost opaque for electrons transmission.
The current per hole (I hole ), a quantity that will be used later in Section 4 to correlate measurements and simulation, can be estimated knowing the irradiated area A Irr and the value of the ionisation current (I ion ) as:
where r holes is the surface density of holes (N holes =cm 2 ).
Results of the simulation without the charging-up effect
In the simulation of a single GEM detector, the electron transparency can be evaluated as the ratio between the number of electrons that are able to reach the anode and the number of electrons generated in the drift gap. The simulation of a GEM foil in a configuration with DV GEM ¼ 20 V, E Drift ¼100 V/cm and E Ind ¼3 kV/cm has been performed generating 2000 electrons in the drift gap, 300 mm above the top GEM electrode, and recording the position of each electron at the end of the drift path: the final position allows to infer if the electron has been collected by the Top or Bottom GEM electrode, the Kapton surface inside the hole, or it has reached the anode. Table 1 summarises the result for this electrostatic configuration.
Around 50% of the electrons can pass through the hole and is collected on the anode electrode. In this simulation, the GEM is not opaque for electrons transmission: the discrepancy between measurements and simulations is apparent.
Simulation of the GEM charging-up
In order to include the charging-up effect in a GEM simulation, the procedure should evaluate the charges accumulated in the dielectric surfaces and accordingly correct the electric field in the gas volume. So the evolution of the accumulated charge has been divided into discrete steps: after each step, the electric field map has been again calculated taking into account the new values of the surface charge. An equilibrium configuration is expected when no further electrons are impinging on the dielectric surface: even if in a real situation the surface charge slowly move towards the electrodes, the Kapton resistivity is extremely high and this effect can be neglected in the simulation.
In this work the distribution of the charges on the Kapton surface inside the holes has been approximated. The axial symmetry and the bi-conical shape of the holes suggest the partition of the surface into a top Kapton half (k t ) and a bottom Kapton half (k t ), closer to the Top and the Bottom GEM electrode respectively; inside each half, the charge distribution is considered as uniform and the electrons impinging on that contribute to the whole charge independently from the precise impact spot. Finer partition and the impact on the results can be the subject of a future work.
A schematic description of such an iterative procedure is the following: is computed from the fractions using the normalisation factor I hole as follows:
4. This charge is added on top (bottom) Kapton and a new electric field map is calculated. 5. Another simulation of 2000 electrons using the new electric field map is started. An arbitrary factor t step measured in seconds is present in Eq. (2) and it is used to correlate the simulation with the measurement. The effects of its choice and how it has been chosen are described in the following paragraphs.
The effect of the t step parameter
The charge to be added in each step linearly depends on the t step parameter (see Eq. (2)), which can be arbitrarily chosen. In order to evaluate the effect of this parameter, a preliminary check in the first steps of the simulation has been performed. In Fig. 3 , the fractions of electrons that were collected, after the initial step, in the different detector layers are shown in the leftmost column. This distribution has been employed in different simulations of the second step using four different values of t step . The variation of the fractions after the second step is shown in the other columns of the figure. The value of t step corresponding to the second column has been arbitrarily defined as 0.1 s as a reference. If t step has a too large value (as in the case of the last column), a very high amount of charge will be added in one step and the discretisation of the charging-up process, which is by nature continuous, fails. Therefore, t step should be chosen in such a way that a small amount of charge is added in each iteration and that the electron distribution does not sharply change.
Results of the simulation including the charging-up effect
The described procedure has been applied to the simulation of the electrostatic configuration with DV GEM ¼ 20 V, E Drift ¼100 V/cm and E Ind ¼3 kV/cm, that is characterised by a small measured electron transparency (see Fig. 2) .
Besides, the algorithm follows other two prescriptions:
1. If the relative statistical error (error=value) of the electron distribution on top (bottom) Kapton is higher than a userdefined threshold (2% in the case of this study), other 2000 primary electrons are generated using the same electrostatic configuration, in order to increase statistics. The error is calculated according to the binomial statistics. 2. A minimum and a maximum threshold have been established for the charge that has to be added in each iteration: if the calculated charge is above or below these thresholds, the charge is scaled by increasing or reducing the time step. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the electron fractions collected in the different layers as a function of elapsed time. The x-axis coordinate is referred as equivalent time because every elapsed time value corresponds to a specific equivalent amount of charge collected on the Kapton; the values of the collected charge for different equivalent times is reported in Table 2 .
At the beginning of the process, half of the generated electrons reaches the anode and only 10% ends up on the top GEM electrode.
The charging-up cannot be neglected because 30% of the charge is captured by the top Kapton half and around 10% is collected by the bottom Kapton half. When a large amount of charge is accumulated, the GEM becomes more and more opaque: at the end of the process the top GEM electron fraction reaches a value around 85%, while the anode electrons fraction reduces to 10%. In addition, as the Kapton charges-up, a lower number of electrons is able to end up on dielectric surfaces; at the end of the process, the fraction of charges collected by the insulator is almost zero.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the variation of the equipotential lines and of the electron drift lines respectively at the beginning (equivalent time¼ 0 s) and when the process is well advanced (equivalent time¼4 s): a higher number of electrons is able to enter the hole when Kapton surfaces are not charged.
The results of the simulations are able to reproduce the measurements (see Fig. 2 ), demonstrating that the introduction of the charging-up effect is crucial in order to correctly simulate the GEM electron transparency.
Conclusions and future plans
The correct simulation of the charging-up effect opens new ways to the detailed study of the processes that happens in a GEM-based detector and gives the possibility to optimise the GEM geometry in order to avoid it. The described procedure introduces the charging-up effect in the simulation of the electron transparency of a single GEM detector, demonstrating that a proper agreement between measurements and simulations can not be achieved if this effect is neglected.
A future work will also study the impact of the charging up effect in the simulation of the GEM effective gain. Moreover, a new field solver called NeBEM [7] has recently been developed: it does not use FEMbut exploits the so called ''Boundary Element Method'' (BEM), resulting more precise in the calculation of the field near the edges compared to a standard FEM method. All the described simulations will be repeated exploiting this new tool.
